Grasp the Bell Section with two hands, with the large end
on the player’s left, tone bars facing up. Place the Bell
Section across the Support Arms, being careful to align the
hole in the metal plate on the underside of the Bell Section
with the Threaded Post Mount on the Top Section (Fig.2).
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To install the Practice Pad, fold down the Support Arms and
thread the Practice Pad onto the Threaded Post Mount as
shown (Fig.4).
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GENERAL CARE AND MAINTENANCE
To insure the longevity and performance of your Pearl purchase, we recommend that all products be cleaned,
lubricated, and inspected periodically for signs of wear. If needed, perform all necessary repairs and replace any
missing parts to prevent damages from occurring.

GENERAL STORAGE

Threaded Post Mount

Pearl Drums are able to withstand a wide range of temperature and humidity conditions. However for best care, they
should be treated like any fine musical instrument and stored in a controlled environment.
Snare Stands
If your Snare Stand has missing or worn Rubber Tips get new ones to prevent damage to your Snare Drum. Apply
lubricant to the threaded parts of the stand to insure smooth and easy operation.

Bell Stand Assembly
(PL-910C, PK-910, PK-910C)

Snare Strainers
Periodically inspect and tighten the Bolts holding the snares. Lightly lubricate the Tension Rods and all pivot points on
the Throwoff to insure smooth action.

Open the legs of the Base to form a stable tripod and tighten the lower Wing Bolt to secure. With the Support Arms still
folded, insert the Top Section into the Base to desired height and tighten the upper Wing Bolt on the Base. Open the Support
Arms of the Top Section to a flat and level position and tighten the Wing Bolt (Fig.1-A). Position the stand so that the longer
and wider Support Arms are on the player’s left side (Fig.1).

Snares Wires
Inspect the Snare Wires for stretched, bent, or broken Wires and replace as necessary.
Snare Cord or Plastic Straps
Periodically inspect and replace immediately if frayed.

Support Arm

Fig.2
Install the Music Rack by unfolding and inserting the lower
sections into the tab receivers on the front rail of the Bell
Section (Fig.3)
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Tension Rods, Wing Bolts, Wing Nuts
Lubricate these parts with a general-purpose lubricant and wipe off excess with a dry lint-free cloth. Never use pliers to
tighten Wing Bolts or Wing Nuts.

Snare Drum Stand Assembly
(PL-910C, SK-910, SK-910C)

Open the legs of the stand to form a stable tripod and
tighten the lower Wing Bolt to secure. I Insert the Top
Section into the Base to desired height and tighten the
upper Wing Bolt of the Base. Open the Basket and adjust
the Butterfly Nut as needed to accommodate the snare
drum. Place the snare drum into the Basket and gently
tighten the Butterfly Nut to hold the drum securely (do not
over tighten). To tilt the snare drum, hold the snare drum
with one hand and loosen the Wing Nut on the tilter. Adjust
the angle and retighten the Wing Nut when preferred angle
is achieved (Fig.5).

Heads
Always keep your instrument properly tuned, and avoid playing on a loosely tensioned head. Replace heads if they are
dented, torn, or over-stretched.
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